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Abstract—Research on user interaction on air traffic control can lead
to dealing with new air traffic management (ATM) concepts. That is es-
pecially the case for research on collaboration tools between controllers.
Focusing on collaborations quickly shows ATM as a workflow, that is an
information-based process where many different actors interact in suc-
cession with the same pieces of information. In this paper, we propose a
simple model of ATM that captures its essence as a workflow: the flight
contract model. We show how various ATM concepts can be seen as dif-
ferent implementations of that model: variations on the terms of con-
tracts, the way they are negotiated, and the way they are managed by air
traffic services. We propose to build ATM systems based on that model,
so as to allow a smooth evolution of ATC. We then focus on the bottom
end of flight contract handling: the work of air traffic contro llers and
especially their coordinations between sectors. We summarise our re-
search on collaboration tools and explain our current directions. We
finally show how the collaboration tools we propose rely on and take
advantage of the flight contracts model.
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INTRODUCTION

Research on new air traffic management (ATM) concepts
and research on the improvement of air traffic control (ATC)
workstations are often carried out separately. However, there
is a lot to learn about the organisation of ATM and its possi-
ble evolutions from the observation of the work of individual
actors. Four years ago we initiated at CENA a fundamental
research program on collaboration tools for air traffic con-
trollers. Our final purpose was to deal with collaboration in
ATM in general, but we first concentrated on tools for col-
laboration between control sectors: telephone exchanges and
possible computer support for negotiation.

After obtaining results on computer-telephony integration
and the type of computer support that was needed to ensure
smooth collaborations, we reached a point where we could
no more focus on the nature of collaborations only: we had to
take their informational contents into account. Furthermore,
our research suggested that we identify theobjects shared or
exchangedby controllers during their collaboration phases.
In practice in many countries, there are no more such ob-
jects in today’s air traffic control. But all the pieces of in-
formations exchanged by controllers are related to the same
abstract notion: the flight plan of aircraft. We thus ended up
studying flight plans, their life cycle and the way they sup-
port collaborations, looking for a model that would support

future evolutions of ATC.
Studying flight plans from the point of view of collabora-

tions between users highlights the nature of air traffic man-
agement as a collaborative information system, ie. awork-
flow system. In such systems, efficiency gains can be ex-
pected from an integration of all subsystems, obtained by
organising them around the data exchanged through a busi-
ness process reengineering. It thus may be important to go
through such a process for ATM, beginning with a modeli-
sation of the data exchanged. In this article, we propose
a framework for building such models: theflight contracts
model. In addition to being a potential basis for a process
reengineering, that model serves two other goals: on the one
hand, it provides a useful design space for thinking about a
number of new ATM concepts; and on the other hand, it al-
lows us to build collaboration tools for air traffic controllers,
which was our primary goal.

I. ATM AS A WORKFLOW

In the late 70s and early 80s the micro-computer revolu-
tion was prepared and accompanied by the emergence of re-
search in computer-human interaction and the apparition of
graphical interaction paradigms. Air traffic control has re-
cently tried to benefit from the results of that research. In
the same way, the emergence of networks has been accom-
panied since the mid 80s by a new research field:computer
supported collaborative work(CSCW). At the confluence of
human-computer interaction, computer science, office infor-
mation systems, human factors, multimedia and sociology,
that field tries to understand how computer systems might
improve collaboration between humans. Such systems are
known asgroupwaresystems.

Depending on the work context or the activity (collabora-
tive editing, games, videoconferencing, etc.) there are many
different types of groupware systems. A first useful classifi-
cation has been proposed by Ellis [7]. It sets groupware sys-
tems on two axes: time and distance, as shown in figure 1.
Collaborations where users are interacting in real time are
said to besynchronous. Otherwise, they are asynchronous,
as in electronic mail or answering machines. Distance speaks
for itself: collaborating users may be in the same room or on
different continents.

Whereas research in computer science has focused on syn-
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chronous groupware because it is technically more challeng-
ing, most immediate applications of groupware are the ex-
tension of company information systems to support collabo-
rative processes in companies. Such systems are known as
workflowsystems [1]. They belong to the top-right end of
figure 1, and use email or more dedicated software technolo-
gies to support and enhance expenses handling in research
laboratories, loans attribution in banks, or bug reporting and
handling in software houses for instance. Workflows can be
internal to a company, or involve actors from different com-
panies working on the same information process. Usually,
implementing a workflow system begins with analysing the
flows of information that occur when the company is at work.
This is used to build a model of the company processes, and
very often to reengineer them, taking advantage of the sit-
uation to improve them. This is called a business process
reenginering. Then, the adequate workflow software is devel-
opped. It is often centered around document circulation [16].

With the exception of air traffic control (that we will
address in sections VI and VII), air traffic management
matches the above definition of a workflow system. It is an
information-based process, where the information is made
of time slots, sector and route loads, user charges, departure
times, flight plans and other related pieces of data. It is a
collaborative system: capacities are declared by ATC cen-
tres to flow management units, who use them to give time
slots to pilots in response to their flight plan application, etc.
ATM is definitely a complex workflow system: its actors be-
long to many different companies, and often have conflicting
goals. In that sense, ATM might be compared to stock ex-
changes for instance. That complexity, combined to the only
recent interest in ATM (as compared to ATC), probably ex-
plains why current ATM systems are so little integrated. Not
only do they use incompatible systems to implement differ-
ent information flows (capacities on one hand, flight plans
on another, etc.), but the process is even incomplete. Re-
cent developments like the French ORCA system [2] and its
European ASCOT equivalent aim for instance at controlling
whether airlines have complied to the time slots allocated to
them. Such complements to the current ATM systems are not
much different from reporting systems offered to the direc-

tors of companies that use information systems. They both
highlight the similarities between ATM and other workflows,
as well as the current interest in fastening loose ends to make
the process more consistent and integrated. Some approaches
of Collaborative Decision Making (CDM) in air traffic man-
agement go further as what they suggest is close to a business
process reengineering. When pleading in favour of an infor-
mation system that provides full information and negotiation
support to airlines about available time slots, they are propos-
ing to reorganise and support part of the workflow process of
ATM.

II. FROM FLIGHT PLANS TO FLIGHT CONTRACTS

The core of air traffic management systems is currently
felt by many as being flight plans. One reason for this is that
flight plans are currently the only pieces of data exchanged
between air traffic services and airlines. Another reason is
that flight plan management has long been the major software
part of air traffic control systems: some engineers have be-
come to believe that any extension to the ATC system should
become an extension to flight plan management.

A. Limitations of flight plans

Current flight plans, however, do not capture well the
workflow process between airlines, crews, flow management
units and en-route centres. First of all, they only represent the
resources that were allocated to given aircraft, whereas other
available resources are now nearly as important to airlines,
since those resources are now perceived as limited. If air-
lines support CDM initiatives it is precisely because the cur-
rent process based on flight plans is not sufficient for them.

Then, as new ATC technologies such as data-link [12], 4D
FMS, or ASAS [3] becomes available, flight plans will have
to evolve. Some evolutions might just change the vocabulary
used: from waypoints to 4D points for instance. But other
evolutions will be more radical, changing the semantic level
of what is described. 4D points are just a more constrained
way of describing trajectories. But what if ASAS brings us
relative clearances such as ”stay 10nm behind this traffic”?
Then the very notion of flightplanwill be shaken because it
is no more a plan in the plain sense: it is a new type of deal
between the pilot and the ATC.

A third reason why flight plans are too limited is that a
flight plan only represents a small part of the actual deal be-
tween aircraft operators and air traffic services. Actually, a
flight plan is only a set of parameters to an implicit contract
the other parts of which can be found in regulatory texts or
are even implicit. For example in Europe when a time slot is
allocated to a flight, the departure time in the flight plan can
be anticipated by 5 minutes and delayed by 10 minutes tough
this does not appear in the flight plan. In the same way, RFL
is well known to be non-contractual, for instance. All these
restrictions or tolerances that do not appear in flight plans be-
long to the implicit organisation of ATM and should not be
overlooked when proposing or testing new concepts.
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Finally, the current flight plans are associated to a cer-
tain type of relations between airlines and air traffic services
providers, which is probably going to fade away in the future.
Flight plans are not negotiated. In fact, the expression itself
is wrong in that there is not a single flight plan. There is the
flight plan that the airline submits and hopes to follow. Then
the flow management unit returns another flight plan that is
imposed on the airline: take it or leave it. Finally, during the
flight there are two versions of the flight plan: the one entered
in the FMS, and the one used by the ATC. Recent studies at
CENA have shown discrepancies between those two pieces
of data [15]. Then, flight plans are not negotiated, and nei-
ther are they followed up during the flight. Controllers do
not have to comply with it, and they do not even know what
happened to the flight earlier in time: they might be the third
or fourth sector to impose a costly manoeuvre to an aircraft
without even knowing. If a flight follow up was to be pro-
vided by air traffic services as an added value to customers,
then flight plans would provide no support for that.

B. Toward flight contracts

As stated and shown above, flight plans do not capture well
the present and potential future relationships between opera-
tors. Consequently, they cannot serve as a basis for structur-
ing a workflow process. However, flight plans contain essen-
tial information, and they currently are the core of air traffic
control. The information they contain should undoubtedly
appear in the information model of the process. This is why
we propose to generalise the notion of flight plan to the no-
tion of contracts between airlines and pilots on one side, and
air traffic services providers on the other side. That is a gen-
eralisation in terms of data: the contract is all what partners
have agreed upon before the flight departs. It is also a gen-
eralisation over time: whatever the time scale and available
technology, there will still be a contract between partners as
long as air traffic service providers exist. And finally, it is a
generalisation over socio-economical relations, with the pos-
sibility to evolve from the current provider-to-user relation
to a real provider-to-customer relation or even more sophis-
ticated relations such as a free time-slot market.

With such generalisations, flight contracts are just an ab-
straction, of which the usefulness can be questioned. We be-
lieve, however, that such an abstraction can be useful in three
different ways.

The first use of flight contracts consists in using them as
the basis for air traffic control interfaces, as explained in sec-
tion VII of this article.

Secondly, flight contracts are also useful to study ATM as
a workflow, and eventually to build supporting systems. In
order to model and support a workflow, one needs to identify
the pieces of information that circulate and the way they are
handled by actors in the process. Flight contracts definitely
serve that purpose. First, they represent an essential notion,
and suggest other essential notions to the ATM process: a
contract (the flight) suggests the existence of resources (sec-
tors, routes, available time slots), and some sort of billing

(user charges). Then, contracts capture the nature of the ex-
changes between airlines and air traffic services. A contract
is negotiated in a way or another. That is the first part of the
process, mostly related to flow management. The contract is
then transferred to operational operators: pilots and control
centres. It is then implemented. This corresponds to air traf-
fic control. During that phase, the contract can be amended
in different ways, or even renegotiated through clearances or
rerouting. Finally, whereas there is currently little feedback
on the implementation of a contract, there could be several
sorts of feedback. The airline could gather logs so as to eval-
uate the detailed performance of ATC or even their pilots’
performance. The en-route centre could do the same. The
resulting data could also be fed back to flow management
units so as to refine capacity predictions. And finally, one
could imagine a billing system based on the way the contract
was implemented. Note that so far we did not have to go
into the details of contracts: whatever their contents, the pro-
cess would be roughly the same. One could even go as far
as defining the architecture and some components of a sup-
porting software without knowing what contracts are made
of, because what is important is the workflow process. One
might also suggest variations on the process – and support-
ing tools – still without entering the details of contracts. For
instance, contracts might be negotiated in real time through a
video-conferencing system, or available resources might be
auctioned through a dedicated groupware system. That cor-
responds to ideas aired about Collaborative Decision Making
systems.

The third use of the flight contract model is as a basis for
analysing current and future ATM concepts. As we are going
to show in the next sections, many ATM concepts can be seen
as variations on the contents of flight contracts, variations on
the way they are negotiated, and variations on the way they
are handled during flights.

III. VARYING TERMS OF CONTRACTS

A contract is made of a number of clauses, which define
the mutual obligations of signers. That is usually all there is
to find in a contract at first sight. But in a more subtle way,
a contract is also made of specific words, that usually have a
precise meaning in the domain it applies to. That is part of
the contract too, in that it defines the meaning of clauses. In
short, a contract is defined by a vocabulary (a set of words or
names) and a set of constraints. By varying those two sets,
one can explore a number of possible concepts for air traffic
management.

Of course, there is currently no such thing as a contract
between carriers and air traffic services operators, and con-
sequently the vocabulary cannot be identified by reading con-
tracts. But the vocabulary emerges from all regulatory texts,
internal notes, computer systems and even dialogues among
controllers or between pilots and controllers. It is composed
of beacons, waypoints, routes, frequencies, that is the basic
items of airspace structure. Plain and obvious as it may look,
that vocabulary is essential to all dialogues, and therefore to
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Fig. 2. A two-dimension space for ATM research: on one axis isthe vocabulary used in contracts, and on the other axis is theway (and especially when)
contracts can be negotiated.

every mutual commitment: what would clearances or flight
plans become if waypoints did not exist or had no name?
That is precisely the point: they would be much different.
A number of recently tested ATC concepts have merely ex-
plored new vocabularies and some of their consequences on
ATC: trajectories defined in 3D rather than through way-
points, of even 4D (3D + time) trajectories or tubes as in
ARC 2000 or Phare Demonstration 3. Varying the vocab-
ulary that way has a deep impact on possible dialogues in
ATC. As for 3D and 4D trajectories for instance, it was of-
ten deemed impossible to have human dialogues with such
vocabularies, and that is used as a justification for data-link
communications.

Once a vocabulary has been chosen, partners may agree
on a number of different things. That is true in ATM too.
In our current systems, even though agreement is not formal,
it consists of a certain type of aircraft or speed, a departure
slot, a series of waypoints, etc. It goes along with a number
of implicit rules on the way an aircraft should implement the
contract (ie. fly) and the way controllers should implement
it (ie. give clearances). Some definitions of free routing or
user-preferred routes correspond to variations on the terms
of contracts, without changing much their vocabulary. For
instance, a possible choice of free routing might consist in
limiting the constraints in large airspace zones to an entry
point and an exit point, with an orthodromic route between
them. Another possible definition would be to allow airlines
to freely build their route from the available set of points,
without imposing a set of predefined routes. Other similar
variations are obviously possible. But it is also possible to
imagine more radical variations on the terms of contracts.
When an Airborne Separation Assurance System (ASAS) is
available, one might want to introduce clauses such as ” air-
craft will not get closer than 10nm from any preceding traffic

on the same route ”.
Current contracts also contain a number of tolerances that

are not always documented: pilots do not contact a sector im-
mediately after leaving the previous one, they often cut an-
gles, or do not respect departure slots with due precision. In
a way, such tolerances are part of the contract, and changing
them may have visible consequences on the global behaviour
of the system or even on its efficiency. That may have been
overlooked by some studies on new ATC concepts, which
seem to have suppressed all tolerances along with changing
the vocabulary. The rigid behaviour of many traffic simula-
tors is a noticeable consequence of that approach, and might
in turn create misconceptions about new ATM concepts. Ide-
ally, the definition of a new concept should come with an
analysis of what acceptable tolerances could be, what they
might be, and what their consequences would be.

IV. VARYING CONTRACT NEGOTIATION

Independently of their contents, another important issue
about flight contracts is the way they are negotiated. As we
explained before, current flight plans are not negotiated in the
strict sense. But another point about flight plans is that they
are not easily renegotiated at a later time. That gives us two
directions for varying contract negotiation: the social rules
of negotiation, and the timescale of negotiation.

As regards social rules, current research on Collaborative
Decision Making systems provides or will provide many op-
tions: whether airlines can just take the resources they are
allocated (as in today’s ATM), or pick in available resources
(through an adequate information system), or try and ex-
change resources with the provider, or will buy them at a
price that depends on their relative value, or even will they
exchange them as stock.

Time scale of negotiation has been addressed by CDM
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studies, by some interpretations of free routing, and by ATC
projects like Phare Demonstration 3. It is related to the mo-
ment when airlines or pilots can try to negotiate or renegoti-
ate their flight contract, whatever the social rules of negotia-
tion are. The negotiation can be done long before departure,
with no or little possibility to renegotiate. It is the current
organisation. One can also imagine more flexible ways of
renegotiating until departure time, for instance in case of a
late departure. It has been suggested in some CDM scenar-
ios [18], [21] and in some interpretations of free routing. Fi-
nally, renegotiation can occur when the aircraft is airborne.
Actually, this kind of renegotiation is currently possible, as
pilots can submit new flight plans while airborne or even
reroute in case of emergencies. But this is not very usual.
Some approaches of CDM have suggested to generalise that
process, for instance by involving airline dispatchers in coun-
tries where they play an active role. ATC projects like Phare
Demonstration 3 also have tackled that issue, by proposing a
simple form of flight plan negotiation through data-link com-
munications

A number of the previous considerations can be sum-
marised on the two dimension graph of figure 2. On the X
axis are represented different vocabularies or terms of con-
tracts, and on the Y axis are the possible time scales for con-
tract negotiation. A number of recently proposed evolutions
have been set on that diagram according to what kind of con-
tract negotiation they propose. Innovative studies that rede-
fine the syntax of contracts, like ASAS, have not been rep-
resented as this does not fit easily along the X axis. In that
diagram the name ‘8 states project‘ refers to the recent study
launched by 8 northern European states on free routing.

V. VARYING CONTRACT HANDLING

Usually, once a contract has been negotiated, it is imple-
mented and followed up by partners. This is especially the
case if one of the partners is a service provider: it will try and
make sure that the customer is provided with all the needed
support or quality of service. And at some point in time,
the contract is used as a basis for billing the user. In ATM,
those two phases roughly correspond to air traffic control and
user charges. The latter is very simple today: flight plans and
flight strips are used as a proof that an aircraft has used the air
traffic services, but the relationship between the contents of
the flight plan and user charges is very coarse. In the future,
one might imagine finer dependencies: the charges might de-
pend on the route and the time slot used. Even further, why
not try and imagine a charging system that would depend on
the quality of service: how much was an aircraft delayed?
how many times did it have to change its route? how longer
was its actual route? This brings us to contract follow-up: air
traffic control.

Air traffic control is currently as a centralised and planified
system where airspace users are imposed solutions that the
central agent – a government agency until recently – thinks
most efficient. When airlines try and explore decentralised
air traffic control solutions, is it because they believe it is the

most efficient solution? or just because they do not feel that
the current nature of relationship is no more adequate? Per-
haps variations of the way flight contracts are handled could
be other interesting directions. One can identify at least two
axes for variation: the extent of information sharing and de-
cision making, and the underlying model for real time col-
laboration, especially within air traffic services.

Current ATC leaves nearly all information and decision
with air traffic controllers. Pilots have information about
their own aircraft, and gather pieces of information through
the party-line effect of radio, but have no global view of
the situation and their possible options. As regards deci-
sion making, they have little saying except in case of emer-
gencies, or through tentative negotiations. Variants are pos-
sible, though. TCAS definitely introduced a variant: by
getting more information about their context, pilots have a
stronger feeling of controlling the situation and this definitely
influences their relations with controllers. At the opposite,
a straightforward implementation of data-link communica-
tions would reduce the information level of pilot. Other vari-
ants that provide more information, or less information, can
probably imagined and would lead to a different nature of re-
lationships between pilots and controllers. Then information
and decision making can be extended to other parties, and
especially airline dispatchers. This is the hypothesis of some
CDM approaches.

Contract handling is also a collaborative activity within air
traffic services: aircraft cross one sector after another and all
those actors need to work and coordinate. One could then ar-
gue that all possible organisations of air traffic control tools
and procedures are variants of flight contract handling. At
least they have a major influence on the efficiency of con-
tract. But focusing on ATC as part of a workflow, and thus
collaboration itself, variants are possible on the architecture
of workflow, the nature of exchanges and shared information
between controllers, and the supporting tools that are offered
to controllers to collaborate. The current workflow architec-
ture of ATC is purely linear: while a executive controller is
dealing with an aircraft, the planning controller of the next
sector prepares its arrival, then it is the turn of his or her fel-
low executive controller to take the aircraft in charge, and so
on. Research on multi-sector planning proposes to change
that architecture to a more hierarchical one [19]. Then the
contents of collaboration itself could be changed. Currently,
controllers have only a very limited view of the overall life
of a flight. This does not allow for much customer support,
since there is no history available. A notable exception is
the way controllers manage to negotiate long direct routes
at night by calling several successive sectors: controllers are
willing to provide the best service they can when it does not
exceed the time they can spend on it. Providing them with
more easily accessible information on the flight and its his-
tory might thus yield interesting results. And finally, the tools
that are provided to controllers to collaborate with each other
have an impact on the global efficiency of the ATC system.
This is the topic of the next sections.
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VI. COLLABORATIONS IN ATC

Whereas ATM in general is a workflow, that is a mainly
asynchronous collaborative information system, ATC is a
very special part of ATM in that everything in ATC happens
more or less in real time. Consequently, collaborations in
ATC are often synchronous collaborations, that call for dif-
ferent support than workflows. In this section we survey the
specific needs of coordination between controllers, and the
research alleys explored by ATC researchers. We then sur-
vey the results of research in synchronous CSCW and pro-
pose our approach to negotiation support: direct collabora-
tion. We finally present our first step toward direct collabo-
ration: DuoPhone. The next section will then focus on how
the flight contract model can be used to go further toward
direct collaboration in ATC.

A. Current tools and research

The main reason why air traffic controllers need to col-
laborate is that the clearances they give to crews may have a
consequence on the task of other controllers. They thus need
to get last minute information, get an OK, or simply inform
about their decisions. As the ATC system as evolved since its
origins, two types of communications have emerged as well
as the two supporting technologies. The first has been tele-
phone, that provides for synchronous communications and
thus safely covers all needs. However, telephone communi-
cations are costly in terms of working load, especially be-
cause they require two controllers to be available at the same
time for talking. Consequently, telephone is not the ade-
quate solution for non urgent communications, for instance
for a route modification that occurs before the flight has been
taken into account by the other sector. In addition, telephone
is not efficient when an information should have multiple re-
cipients. That is why computing systems known as flight
data processing systems (FDPS) are used as another com-
munication media, with an entirely different communication
policy than telephone. Communication through a FDPS is
asynchronous: the information entered by controllers is used
to update a data base, so that it is up-to-date when other con-
trollers use it, for instance when a strip is printed. More syn-
chronous operation is sometimes possible by asking a strip
to be printed on another sector, but this remains much less
demanding than a phone call. This way, today’s controllers
are provided with complementary means of communications
that address their different needs.

However, as the traffic load increases, telephone com-
munications are progressively appearing as too demanding
again: automatic coordinations and asynchronous communi-
cation through FDPS do not alleviate the load enough. That
is why a number of solutions are being imagined to design
new communication means, taking advantage of the com-
puter technologies that are or should soon be available at the
ATC workstation. Research is done on communication tech-
nologies as well as communication strategies implemented
with those technologies. A good example of an alternative

communication strategy is Eurocontrol’s coordination sys-
tem at Maastricht, though it is not current research at all:
rather than calling another sector to ask for permission to
clear a flight to a new level, the controller just enters the
clearance into the system; the clearance then blinks for two
minutes on radar screens, allowing other sectors to notice it
and use their telephone to coordinate if necessary.

Recent research on coordinations has usually been focused
on the use of graphical interfaces to collaborate. Two main
directions can be identified. The first direction consists in
enriching FDPS with more coordination facilities, as in the
French Daarwin project [8]. However, that approach over-
looks the fact that different communication strategies may
be needed. Communication through a FDPS is essentially
centralised and asynchronous: the FDPS acts as an interme-
diate agent between controllers. It is far from obvious that it
is that type of communications that need to be improved. It
rather appears that it is the other type that would need more
support: the decentralised and synchronous one, currently
based on the telephone. This is the second research direc-
tion. Transpositions of tools from office systems or Internet
communications have been tried: email or popping dialogue
windows. A successful example of such research is Euro-
control’s Sysco [10]. However, similar projects have been
considered by French test controllers as too rigid for real col-
laborations. For that reason we decided to explore how the
results of research on synchronous CSCW could be applied
to ATC.

B. CSCW and direct collaboration

As we mentioned earlier in this article, most research in
CSCW has been performed on synchronous groupware. Un-
til very recently, research was carried out in two distinct di-
rections: communication medias and shared editing tools.
Those two directions corresponded to different technologies,
and thus concerned different types of specialists. On the one
hand, a lot was done by ethnographists and telecommunica-
tions then multimedia specialists on videoconferencing, me-
diaspaces and other communication technologies [17]. On
the other hand, specialists in distributed computing systems
explored the shared editing paradigms: situations and tools
where users remotely interact with the same data at the same
time. The most popular paradigm was that of shared word
processors, supposed to be useful when researchers them-
selves were collaborating on a paper for which the deadline
was approaching or past. This lead to identifying a number
of models and techniques for making such systems usable:
mutual awareness techniques, shared widgets, etc [9]. How-
ever, so far such systems have failed to be applied as is in
commercial systems.

When trying to apply synchronous groupware to real-life
situations like we did for ATC and others are doing for other
domains like banking, it soon appeared why shared editing
systems were not adequate as is. The problem with them is
that they make simplistic assumptions on the nature of col-
laborations and do not take into account more complex sit-
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uations like negotiations. Furthermore, it appears that many
real-life situations involve such complexities [5]. To begin
with, collaborating is usually not the only task of users: it
comes on top of other activities and is intertwined with them.
This means that collaboration cannot be thought of as purely
synchronous, because users may come and go from pure syn-
chronous situations (talking over the phone for instance) to
less synchronous ones (being on the phone but keeping the
conversation on hold). Shared editors take little account of
that. Then shared editors make the assumption that users
have exactly the same goal, share all their information, and
share it in a flat and plain way. In real life situations, peo-
ple have conflicting goals, keep information from each other,
or display information in an insisting way so as to try and
convince each other. Finally, the techniques proposed by
shared editors to exchange data or dialogue with each other
are very formal and rigid, probably because they are trans-
posed from distributed computing algorithms, where com-
puters rather than users collaborate with each other. Trying
to address those issues and especially the latter, we intro-
duced the notion ofdirect collaborationas a property that
groupware tools for situations like ATC should exhibit.

Direct collaboration can be best described by using the
clover model of groupware introduced by Coutaz et al [4].
That model splits collaborative activities and the tools that
support them in three facets: communication, production
and coordination. Communicationrepresents information
exchanges between users: oral dialogues, Internet chats,
emails, etc. Productionrepresents the joint production of
an artefact, which is usually the goal of the collaboration:
production of a text or a drawing, for instance. This can be
extended to situations like games, for which the produced
artefact is the state of the game, or ATC. In that latter case,
the produced artefact is the situation in the airspace or, using
the flight contracts model, the set of contracts. Finally,co-
ordinationcorresponds to all activities necessary to get the
activities of other facets executed in an orderly and efficient
way: turn taking, for instance. As far as shared editing is
concerned, many techniques that have been introduced cor-
respond to coordination: access rights, tools for taking roles,
etc. Such tools are usually very obtrusive and that is where
shared editors become too rigid. In real world situations, co-
ordination is much more subtle. For instance, except for for-
mal situations like a trial or a plenary session of an interna-
tional organisation, turn taking is not an activity of its own:
it is supported by communication itself through hints such as
silences or prosody. There are other examples where coor-
dination is supported by production: in a factory, giving an
object to another workman is usually enough to ensure that
this person will now be in charge of working on the object.
We thus proposed the following definition of direct collab-
oration, inspired from the earlier notion of direct manipu-
lation: a direct collaboration system is a groupware system
where coordination is supported by production and commu-
nication, rather than by specific artefacts [20]. Of course,
direct collaboration may or may not be a desirable property,

depending on situations. As a rule of thumb, it is desirable
except in specific complex situations where the collaboration
procedure is too complex to follow without support or too
safety critical to avoid the need of an automatic verification.

C. Direct collaboration and ATC

In the case of ATC, we consider that direct collaboration is
desirable in most situations. Our main reason for that is that
current synchronous collaborations are performed through
the telephone (or radio when pilots are concerned). This
means that as it is, the collaboration support is a direct collab-
oration system, and is well accepted as is. Communications
between sectors are not considered too complex or safety
critical, in that no incident can be related to a bad coordina-
tion between actors (along the definition the clover model).
They are considered too frequent and time consuming, which
is a completely different issue. Therefore our goal is to pro-
duce more efficient systems, while keeping direct collabora-
tion.

How can one build direct collaboration systems? By using
the clover model and exploring collaboration situations, we
identified patterns and supporting techniques that would al-
low for direct collaboration [20]. The first pattern is the avail-
ability of communication channels that support coordination
hints. In the case of ATC, the telephone is such a channel,
but its use is deemed too costly. For that reason, our first step
toward direct collaboration was to try and lower the work-
load induced by the use of telephone. This was obtained by
a better integration of the telephone and the computing sys-
tem, in a system named DuoPhone. We also explored the use
of video and its integration with the computing system, in a
system named DuoView. However, video was not convincing
enough for us to keep working on it: controllers thought of
it as an interesting gadget. The second pattern that supports
direct collaboration is rather a set of patterns, that are based
on the use of production objects to support coordination. By
exploring the way objects are used in the real world to em-
bed coordination, social rules, persuasion and other social
constructions [13], we were able to devise a research agenda
to explore how those uses could be transposed to digital ob-
jects. For instance, the way an object is given to someone
else is important: if it is a paper, for instance, it can be put on
the side of the table or just in front of the other person; it can
also be held above the table, or even agitated in front of the
person’s eyes, depending on how intrusive one wants to be.
The use of time and space in the way objects are shared is
clearly a pattern. In another direction, some specific objects
embed more complex social rules: keys are a simple exam-
ple, but more complex ones can be found. We currently are
exploring such patterns and the way they can be transposed
to ATC. However, this supposes that we identify production
objects in ATC systems.

In the rest of this paper we will describe our work in those
two research directions. We will first describe computer-
telephony integration in DuoPhone and its formal evaluation
with air traffic controllers. Then, in the next section, we
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will explain how we extended the flight contracts model to
identify production objects in ATC collaborations, and we
will describe our first prototype that uses those objects: Duo-
Trade.

D. Integrating communication and production: DuoPhone

DuoPhone is a software layer developed at CENA to inte-
grate telephone communications to any software application.
By extension, it is also the name of a series of prototype ATC
workstations that make use of that integration. DuoPhone
uses the ISDN capability of Sun SPARCstations 10. This al-
lows us to use a high quality voice link (digital telephone),
with no constraints on the computer network. DuoPhone is a
server modelled after the X Window System. It manages the
ISDN link of the workstation, and allows client applications
to put, answer, and transfer calls, connect the microphone
and loudspeaker of the workstation to the phone link, and
subscribe to events such as incoming calls or disconnections.
DuoPhone also monitors the telephone or any device con-
nected to the same ISDN outlet, so that end users may freely
choose between their favourite device: telephone handset or
computer microphone and loudspeaker. Finally, DuoPhone
allows applications to manipulate the facilities offered by
ISDN: caller ID and messages. Therefore, when an appli-
cation puts a call, it can decide to send a short text message
with the call. If the recipient of the call is another computer
running DuoPhone, client applications are informed of the
origin of the call and the contents of the message, and thus
can decide how to handle or display the call.

Fig. 3. Someone is calling about aircraft CRL008

Using DuoPhone allows a seamless integration of voice
communications into the main user interface of an ATC
workstation. For instance, we used DuoPhone to enrich our
pen-based ATC workstation Grigri [6] with communication
capabilities: we just had to add a gesture to the vocabulary
understood by the workstation. In the final prototype used for
a formal evaluation, we came back to a more classical inter-
face, still based on a touchscreen however. Controllers have
two touchscreens in front of them. One is a radar display, and
the other is an emulation of the specialised keyboard used in
French control centres to put phone calls. Controllers can put
classical phone calls through the keyboard, or they can desig-
nate an aircraft on the radar display before putting the phone
call. The workstation software interprets that as a call related
to that precise aircraft. It thus sends the corresponding re-
quest to the DuoPhone server, passing the ID of the aircraft

along with the request. DuoPhone then puts a phone call and
uses the special capabilities of ISDN to send the aircraft ID
as a message along with the call. As a result, the DuoPhone
workstation that receives the call knows which aircraft it is
about, and can display through an animation as shown in fig-
ure 3. This allows controllers to keep the voice link for what
it is good at, freeing it from what makes it inefficient: locat-
ing the aircraft that caused the call.

A formal evaluation of DuoPhone was performed with 12
air traffic controllers from the French Bordeaux control cen-
tre. Its purpose was to evaluate the impact of knowing what
aircraft a phone call is about. Controllers went through two
simulations: one in which they received normal phone calls,
and one in which they received DuoPhone calls. The numer-
ical results showed a gain of about 15% on communication
times. DuoPhone was subjectively rated as useful to very
useful, and there was very little opposition as shown in the
experimental report [11]. Other applications of DuoPhone
were even suggested, such as a use in collaborations with the
French airforce, which are known to represent a heavy work-
load in French ATC centres. On the overall, more than 90%
of the controllers that were exposed to DuoPhone, whether
through demonstrations or through the experiment, thought
it was a good candidate for operational implementation.

VII. A CONTRACT-BASED COORDINATION TOOL

We will now describe our second research direction in try-
ing to develop more efficient direct collaboration tools in
ATC systems. That direction is based on an extension of the
flight contracts model. The extension makes it possible to
introduce production objects that controllers can manipulate
during their collaborations.

A. Amendments

As explained in the previous section, many subtleties of
human collaborations are carried by the objects manipulated
during exchanges or common work, in addition to their pri-
mary role as the support of workflows. If one is to try and
take advantage of computer-based communication channels
in ATC, it might thus be useful to focus on the objects ex-
changed during coordinations between sectors. However,
such objects are not obvious to the eye: controllers do not ex-
change physical objects anymore, and if there are objects ex-
changed, they are virtual. Aircraft (or their representations)
and flight contracts are not good candidate either: they are
not exchanged during coordinations. This lead us to identify-
ing a new abstraction, which is at the heart of exchanges: not
contracts themselves but amendment to the contracts, that is
modifications that are made to the contracts after it is signed.
If there were no such modifications, there would be no co-
ordinations: everything would be silent. Coordinations ex-
ist because flight contracts are modified and it has a conse-
quence on other sectors. That is why we introduced an addi-
tion to the flight contract model: theamendment model, that
is mainly dedicated to describing ATC.
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All the actions of a controller can be reinterpreted through
the amendment model, thus allowing to build a invariant
functional core around which many interface designs for
ATC workstations can be experimented with:� giving an instruction to a pilot corresponds to negotiat-

ing and integrating an amendment to a flight contract.
In the future, this might be performed through datalink
communications, and amendments might be negotiated
with pilots and dispatchers if the implementation of a
real-time downstream Collaborative Decision Making
system is possible.� taking notes on a paper strip after giving instructions
corresponds to archiving an amendment. In the current
system, most amendments are not stored in the comput-
ing system and thus are available only for future ref-
erence by the same controller or in case of an incident
analysis. In future systems, minor amendments may or
may not be discarded if entered into the computing sys-
tem.� taking tentative notes on a paper strip or a sheet of paper
corresponds to drafting an amendment. In the future,
this might be performed with a computing system if a
very efficient interface is provided.� similarly, entering data in the Flight Data Processing
system corresponds to archiving an amendment.� talking over the phone with another sector corresponds
to negotiating an amendment within the ATS providers.

As suggested in the list, all the actions described above
may or may not be implemented through the computing sys-
tem: the current non-automated system can be interpreted
through the amendment model as well as a fully comput-
erised one. Similarly, many different interface designs are
possible for those actions, depending on the interaction styles
used and the way amendments are represented or event not
represented. For instance, a fully datalink-based system as
Phare Demonstration 3 groups creating, implementing and
archiving of an amendment under a menu selection and never
represents the corresponding amendment. At the opposite,
the DuoTrade prototype we have developed explores the path
of representing amendments and making them the basis of
coordination between sectors.

B. DuoTrade: a first prototype

We have developed a first prototype of an amendment ex-
change interface, named DuoTrade. This prototype is based
on a classical ATC organisation with flight plans and radio
links with cockpits. The only addition it supposes to current
operational systems is a computerised version of annotations
to flight contracts, whether they represent actual amendments
of draft ones; DuoTrade is presently coupled to a variety of
touchscreen input systems in CENA’s demonstration work-
station Toccata.

DuoTrade represents amendments by icons. As soon as
a controller creates an amendment by entering instructions
in the system (figure 4), the corresponding icon is created.
Users have two ways of validating data input: the button

Fig. 4. The interface used to enter instructions into the computing system.
Validating creates draft or implemented amendments depending on the
button pressed.

VALIDER (validate) makes amendments considered as firm
and stores their icons in a history window that is not directly
visible, whereas the button PROJET (draft) stores them in
a window of draft amendments on the controller’s working
surface. Double clicking (with a finger) on the icon of an
amendment opens a full view of it. Though the current ver-
sion presents the contents of an amendment in plain text (fig-
ure 5), future versions could allow pictorial representations if
adequate (in a 4D environment for instance), and could also
provide a link to the corresponding flight contract.

Fig. 5. Our first prototype for exchanging amendments. Here,an amend-
ment is dropped over another controller’s workin surface.

DuoTrade currently implements two variants for amend-
ment exchange. The first variant is dedicated to asyn-
chronous communications, and is not much different from
Sysco messages. Non urgent amendment proposals can be
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picked and dropped over a zone that represents another sec-
tor. As a result, the amendment is transferred to the working
surface of the other sector. In order to avoid conflicts of ac-
cess to amendments and to improve the feeling of a workflow
by making virtual objects as ’real’ as possible, the amend-
ment disappears from its source window as soon as it reaches
its destination, and is replaced by a shadow. The recipient
controller can then read the amendment at will, and choose
between two courses of action: either accept the proposed
amendment, or call back to negotiate. In the current ATC or-
ganisation, acceptance has to be sent to the sender by click-
ing a button, but with datalink communications a possible
design might be to have the recipient controller to directly
send the amendment to the aircraft, the sender being only
notified. Negotiation can be triggered by another button, and
uses computer-telephony integration: the sending sector is
called and a phase of oral dialogue begins, with a possible
joint edition of the amendment.

The second variant of amendment exchange is used when
negotiations are immediately necessary. By dragging the
icon of an amendment over the zone that represents another
sector and waiting for a few fractions of a second, one ob-
tains access to a representation of the other sector’s working
surface (figure 5). It is then possible to decide on the way to
drop it: close to the centre of the surface or not, with agitat-
ing it before or not, open or closed, etc. It is also possible to
drop the icon over the iconic representation of a telephone,
thus triggering a phone call and reaching a dialogue situation
as with DuoPhone.

C. Discussion

There has been no formal evaluation of DuoTrade so far,
and the current prototype is not enough integrated to a com-
plete ATC environment to allow for that. Though such eval-
uations are planned in the near future, present discussions
of the amendment-based can only be subjective. When ex-
posed to the notion of contracts and amendments, the two
controllers consulted during the design of DuoTrade found
them natural. However, they questioned the manipulation
costs an interface based on amendments would induce. A
similar but deeper question was raised by one of the design-
ers of Eurocontrol’s Sysco. Introducing new objects to the
control environment is not a neutral operation, as it adds to
the conceptual model controllers have to master about their
task. Thus, imposing the manipulation of such abstract ob-
jects might divert controllers from their main task, where the
only objects are aircraft. That question will definitely need to
be part of our evaluations, and will even be taken care of in
the design of the interface that will be used for the evaluation.
But the recent evaluations of Erato [14] hint that new ab-
stract objects might be acceptable in ATC workstations. In its
reminderErato introduces abstract objects named problems
that are organised along a time line and represent problems
controllers have to solve and when. They seem to be well
accepted by controllers, thus suggesting that well chosen (or
rather well identified) abstract notions can be smoothly added

to workstations.
Another concern that will need to be addressed in evalu-

ations will be the effect of transforming a number of syn-
chronous exchanges into asynchronous ones. Two major
consequences will have to be measured. Firstly, asyn-
chronous dialogues potentially have a very different struc-
ture. The efficiency and the nature of negotiations will then
need to be evaluated. Secondly, asynchronous communica-
tions will be one of the several new sources of asynchronous
events at the workstation, that is unexpected events that need
controllers’ attention. The increasing number of such events
is going to challenge the controllers’ attention capabilities,
and adequate signals will need to be designed. Our team’s
project Avatars addresses that issue; nevertheless, that point
will have to be specifically checked for communications in
DuoTrade. However, in the case asynchronous exchanges do
not appear convincing for operational use, we believe that
contract amendments will still be a useful basis for exchang-
ing information during phone calls.

CONCLUSION

In the article, we have studied air traffic management and
air traffic control as collaborative systems. We have ex-
plained why ATM is a workflow, and introduced the flight
contracts model as an abstraction that would support a pos-
sible reengineering of ATM as a workflow system, and re-
veals itself as an efficient tool for surveying and analysing
many current research works in ATM. This suggests that the
flight contracts model or a similar model would provide valu-
able help in designing an ATM architecture that would sup-
port the progressive evolution toward a future ATM system
through the successive implementation of new concepts and
tools focused on the contents of contracts, the way they are
negotiated or the way they are handled. We then focused on
ATC and the synchronous collaborations it implies. We have
highlighted several specific aspects of negotiation situations
that are not addressed by the state of the art in groupware
systems. We thus have introduced the direct collaboration
property and described two research directions we took to
provide direct collaboration in ATC: computer-telephone in-
tegration with DuoPhone, and exchange of amendments to
flight contracts with DuoTrade. In the future, we plan to keep
working on these two directions. We presently are exploring
possible implementations of the DuoPhone through collab-
orations with Eurocontrol. As regards flight contracts and
amendments, we are working on a more refined version of
DuoTrade and on its extension to data-link communications.
We also plan to work on other flight contract manipulation
tools to be used in other parts of the ATM workflow, so a to
contribute to the apparition of Collaborative Decision Mak-
ing systems.
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